Purchase the complete box and get an additional 20% discount!

Full Box Price: $1,328.89 - Your Savings: $332.22

(Price of all 80 books at standard School and Library price: $1,661.11)

With a purchase of at least 40 books from the box, you get an additional 15% discount!

You save up to $136.49

(*BILLING INCLUDES 9.5% SHIPPING CHARGE FOR BOOKS PURCHASED.)
### Dinosaur School
- Dinosaur’s Five Senses 9781433990496 $22.60/$16.95

**OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:**
- Dinosaurs at School 9781433990410 $22.60/$16.95
- Dinosaurs at the Zoo 9781433990458 $22.60/$16.95
- Dinosaurs Help Out 9781433990533 $22.60/$16.95
- Dinosaurs on the Farm 9781433990571 $22.60/$16.95

**GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET:**
- Dinosaurs on the Go 9781433990618 $22.60/$16.95

### Documents That Shaped America
- Declaration of Independence 9781433989971 $26.60/$19.95
- The Magna Carta 9781433990014 $26.60/$19.95
- The Mayflower Compact 9781433990052 $26.60/$19.95
- The United States Constitution 9781433990090 $26.60/$19.95

**OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:**
- Articles of Confederation 9781433999933 $26.60/$19.95

**GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET:**
- Thomas Paine’s Common Sense 9781433990137 $26.60/$19.95

### EcoWorks
- How a Solar-Powered Home Works 9781433995484 $26.60/$19.95
- How Carbon Footprints Work 9781433995521 $26.60/$19.95
- How Electric and Hybrid Cars Work 9781433995606 $26.60/$19.95
- How Recycling Works 9781433995644 $26.60/$19.95
- How Renewable Energy Works 9781433995682 $26.60/$19.95

**OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:**
- How Community Gardens Work 9781433995569 $26.60/$19.95

### Fun Fact File: US History!
- 20 Fun Facts About the US Constitution 9781433991981 $25.25/$18.95

**OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:**
- 20 Fun Facts About the Declaration of Independence 9781433991837 $25.25/$18.95
- 20 Fun Facts About the Presidency 9781433991882 $25.25/$18.95
- 20 Fun Facts About the US Flag 9781433991936 $25.25/$18.95
- 20 Fun Facts About the White House 9781433992032 $25.25/$18.95

**GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET:**
- 20 Fun Facts About US Monuments 9781433992087 $25.25/$18.95

### Great Big Animals
- Awesome Ostriches 9781433994166 $22.60/$16.95
- Big Bison 9781433994203 $22.60/$16.95
- Enormous Elephants 9781433994241 $22.60/$16.95
- Giant Giraffes 9781433994289 $22.60/$16.95
- Great Big Grizzlies 9781433994326 $22.60/$16.95
- Huge Hippos 9781433994364 $22.60/$16.95

### History’s Most Haunted
- Haunted! Alcatraz 9781433992438 $26.60/$19.95
- Haunted! Gettysburg 9781433992483 $26.60/$19.95
- Haunted! The Queen Mary 9781433992582 $26.60/$19.95
- Haunted! The Tower of London 9781433992636 $26.60/$19.95
- Haunted! The White House 9781433992681 $26.60/$19.95

**OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:**
- Haunted! Edinburgh Castle 9781433992537 $26.60/$19.95

### Learn to Draw
- Drawing Baby Animals 9781433995248 $26.60/$19.95
- Drawing Dragons 9781433995323 $26.60/$19.95
- Drawing Fairies, Mermaids, and Unicorns 9781433995361 $26.60/$19.95
- Drawing Knights and Castles 9781433995408 $26.60/$19.95
- Drawing Pirates and Pirate Ships 9781433995446 $26.60/$19.95

**OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:**
- Drawing Dinosaurs 9781433995286 $26.60/$19.95

### Machines in Motion
- Cars 9781433995965 $31.95/$23.95
- Construction Machines 9781433996009 $31.95/$23.95
- Military Machines 9781433996047 $31.95/$23.95
- Planes 9781433996085 $31.95/$23.95
- Space Machines 9781433996122 $31.95/$23.95
- Trucks 9781433996160 $31.95/$23.95

### Mapping the World
- Mapping Asia 9781433990991 $22.60/$16.95
- Mapping Australia 9781433991042 $22.60/$16.95
- Mapping Europe 9781433991097 $22.60/$16.95
- Mapping South America 9781433991196 $22.60/$16.95

**OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:**
- Mapping Africa 9781433990892 $22.60/$16.95
- Mapping Antarctica 9781433990946 $22.60/$16.95

**GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET:**
- Mapping North America 9781433991141 $22.60/$16.95
My Body Does Strange Stuff!
- What Happens When I Cough? (ATOS: 3.2) 9781433993336 $22.60/$16.95
- What Happens When I Hiccup? (ATOS: 3.1) 9781433993381 $22.60/$16.95
- What Happens When I Sneezee? (ATOS: 3.2) 9781433993428 $22.60/$16.95
- What Happens When I Sweat? (ATOS: 3.3) 9781433993473 $22.60/$16.95
- What Happens When I Throw Up? (ATOS: 3.4) 9781433993527 $22.60/$16.95
- What Happens When I Yawn? (ATOS: 3.4) 9781433993572 $22.60/$16.95

GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET: Meet the Pilot (ATOS: 0.9) 9781433993824 $22.60/$16.95

People Around Town
- Meet the Construction Worker (ATOS: 0.9) 9781433993640 $22.60/$16.95
- Meet the Mayor (ATOS: 0.9) 9781433993770 $22.60/$16.95
- Meet the Vet (ATOS: 0.9) 9781433993879 $22.60/$16.95
- Meet the Librarian (ATOS: 0.9) 9781433993725 $22.60/$16.95

GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET: Meet the Pilot (ATOS: 0.9) 9781433993824 $22.60/$16.95

Physical Science
- Magnetism 9781433995163 $31.95/$23.95

OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:
- Electricity 9781433995002 $31.95/$23.95
- Energy 9781433995088 $31.95/$23.95
- Forces and Motion 9781433995040 $31.95/$23.95
- Light 9781433995125 $31.95/$23.95
- Sound 9781433995200 $31.95/$23.95

Rising Stars
- One Direction 9781433989858 $25.25/$18.95

OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:
- Chris Hemsworth 9781433989698 $25.25/$18.95
- Emma Stone 9781433989735 $25.25/$18.95
- Jennifer Lawrence 9781433989773 $25.25/$18.95
- Jordin Sparks 9781433989810 $25.25/$18.95

GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET: Victoria Justice 9781433989896 $25.25/$18.95

Road Trip: Exploring America’s Regions
- Let’s Explore the Midwest (ATOS: 5.4) 9781433991295 $22.60/$16.95
- Let’s Explore the Southeast (ATOS: 5.6) 9781433991448 $22.60/$16.95

OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:
- Let’s Explore the Great Basin (ATOS: 5.7) 9781433991240 $22.60/$16.95
- Let’s Explore the Northeast (ATOS: 5.3) 9781433991349 $22.60/$16.95
- Let’s Explore the Pacific Northwest (ATOS: 5.5) 9781433991394 $22.60/$16.95

GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET: Let’s Explore the Southwest (ATOS: 5.5) 9781433991493 $22.60/$16.95

Space Mysteries
- Could We Live on Other Planets? 9781433992131 $25.25/$18.95
- How Are Stars Born? 9781433992186 $25.25/$18.95
- How Long Will the Sun Last? 9781433992230 $25.25/$18.95
- What is a Black Hole? 9781433992285 $25.25/$18.95
- What Is an Eclipse? 9781433992339 $25.25/$18.95
- Why Do Astronauts Wear Spacesuits? 9781433992384 $25.25/$18.95

Technology in the Ancient World
- Technology in Ancient Egypt 9781433996283 $31.95/$23.95
- Technology in Ancient Greece 9781433996320 $31.95/$23.95
- Technology in Ancient Rome 9781433996368 $31.95/$23.95

OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:
- Technology in Ancient China 9781433996245 $31.95/$23.95
- Technology in Mesopotamia 9781433996405 $31.95/$23.95

GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET: Technology in Ancient Americas 9781433996207 $31.95/$23.95

That Rocks!
- Sedimentary Rocks (ATOS: 6) 9781433983214 $26.60/$16.95
- The Rock Cycle (ATOS: 5.2) 9781433983252 $26.60/$16.95
- Weathering and Erosion (ATOS: 5.1) 9781433983290 $26.60/$16.95

OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:
- Earth’s Minerals (ATOS: 5.5) 9781433983092 $26.60/$16.95
- Igneous Rocks (ATOS: 5.1) 9781433983139 $26.60/$16.95

GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET: Metamorphic Rocks (ATOS: 5.5) 9781433983177 $26.60/$16.95

Ultimate Trivia Challenge
- Awesome Animal Trivia 9781433982880 $25.25/$18.95
- Super Sports Trivia 9781433983009 $25.25/$18.95
- Wild Weather Trivia 9781433983047 $25.25/$18.95

OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:
- Fun Food Trivia 9781433982927 $25.25/$18.95

GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET: Spectacular Space Trivia 9781433982965 $25.25/$18.95

Under the Microscope
- Bacteria Up Close 9781433983344 $26.60/$19.95
- Cells Up Close 9781433983382 $26.60/$19.95
- DNA Up Close 9781433983429 $26.60/$19.95

OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:
- Minerals Up Close 9781433983467 $26.60/$19.95
- Tiny Bugs Up Close 9781433983504 $26.60/$19.95

GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET: Viruses Up Close 9781433983542 $26.60/$19.95
Why’d They Do That?
Strange Customs of the Past

Gladiators: Fighting to the Death

OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:

Body Snatching
Dueling
Human Sacrifice
Mummification

GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET:

Witch Trials

Write Right!

Commas and Colons with Your Class
Subjects and Verbs with Your Neighbors
Transition Words with Your Team

OTHER NEW TITLES ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THIS SERIES:

Complete Sentences with Your Family
Conjunctions with Your Friends
Sequential Words with Your Pets

GET THIS BOOK FREE WITH PURCHASE OF THE COMPLETE SET:

Amazing Origami

Origami Birds and Butterflies
Origami Dinosaurs
Origami Farm Animals
Origami Pets
Origami Sea Creatures
Origami Wild Animals

Animal 911: Environmental Threats

Animals and Climate Change
Animals and Deforestation
Animals and Oil Spills
Animals on the Verge of Extinction
Poaching and Illegal Trade
The Threat of Invasive Species

Additional Fall 2013 Series

Available from LBE:

ADDITIONAL FALL 2013 SERIES
AVAILABLE FROM LBE:

Get 1 more free with each six books purchased from this list.

Amazing Origami

Origami Birds and Butterflies
Origami Dinosaurs
Origami Farm Animals
Origami Pets
Origami Sea Creatures
Origami Wild Animals

Animal 911: Environmental Threats

Animals and Climate Change
Animals and Deforestation
Animals and Oil Spills
Animals on the Verge of Extinction
Poaching and Illegal Trade
The Threat of Invasive Species

Crime Science

Cold Cases
Criminal Profiling
Cybercrime
Espionage
Homicide
Terrorism

Kids of Character

I Am a Good Friend
I Am a Good Neighbor
I Am Polite
I Can Listen
I Can Share
I Can Volunteer

What’s the Weather?

It’s Hailing!
It’s Rainy!
It’s Snowing!
It’s Stormy!
It’s Sunny!
It’s Windy!

When Pets Attack!

Alligators Are Not Pets!
Big Cats Are Not Pets!
Chimps and Monkeys Are Not Pets!
Coyotes and Wolves Are Not Pets!
Ostriches Are Not Pets!
Snakes Are Not Pets!

Please include 9.5% of your book total for shipping and handling

Book Total: 
S/H: 
Library Serv: 
GRAND TOTAL: 